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ABSTRACT
The dramatic growth of data traffic during the past decade has challenged wireless networks to provide
newmechanisms to support such demand. Fast deployable wireless networks supported by Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAV) are a promising solution, especially to support in crowded scenarios with high
peaks of traffic. Nevertheless, mounting a Base Station (BS) on UAVs (UAV-BSs) raises several
challenges like the saturation of the backhaul (BH) link, needed for the communication between them
and the Core Network (CN). In this work, this issue is addressed with the usage of the Multi-Access
Edge Computing (MEC) technology, consisting on the placement of servers, providing computing
platforms and storage, directly at the edge of these networks, e.g. on the UAV-BSs. In particular, we
consider a portion of a Radio Access Network (RAN) composed by UAV-BSs, equipped with servers
that provide the caching capability. The performance is evaluated, using realistic traffic demand,
for different traffic characteristics, capacity of the cache server and users’ density. Simulation results
reveal that the usage of theMEC caching prevents the BH network saturation, since in case a requested
content is locally cached, the BH network is not used. As consequences, the user coverage and the
access capacity increase up to 33% and 70%, respectively and the experienced delay drops by 30%.

1. Introduction
In recent years, wireless network traffic has been increas-
ing rapidly. Indeed, a 23 times growth in the global mo-
bile data traffic is expected in 2021, compared to the entire
global Internet traffic in 2005 [1]. According to Interna-
tional Telecommunication Union (ITU), the overall mobile
data traffic will grow with an exponential trend until 2030,
reaching five zettabytes (ZB) per month. To face this trend,
fast deployable and dynamic wireless networks are needed
[2, 3]. For the implementation of these networks, mounting
a BS on an UAV, commonly known as drone, represents a
promising solution. A BS is attached to an UAV, which flies
where needed and provides radio access capacity in the cov-
ered area. In order to connect that BS to the Core Network
(CN), Backhaul (BH) links are established. In 5G networks,
the UAV access networks have been considered for scenar-
ios like festivals, concerts, sports matches and natural disas-
ters, when the terrestrial network fails due to congestion or
physical unavailability. The usage of drones as Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle - Base Stations (UAV-BS) brings connectiv-
ity to the users that are suffering from low-quality of service
[4, 5, 6, 7]. According to [1], also in the next 6G networks,
the drone cells or UAV wireless networks will be the key
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to achieve cell-free networks, acting as flying BSs to pro-
vide radio coverage. Moreover, these UAV-BSs will be also
used as content providers and computing servers, employing
the Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC) technology, pre-
viously known as Mobile Edge Computing technology. This
technology pushes storage and computational capabilities at
the edge of the network closer to users, in order to reduce the
latency and the load in the CN, since it makes unneeded the
access in the core network [1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

In order to totally exploit the potential of the UAV-BS
networks, several challenges need to be addressed, such as
the proper location of the UAV-BSs and the optimisation of
the radio resource allocation to cope with the limit imposed
by the access, and the BH network capacity [1, 13, 14, 15,
16]. In the literature, effort has been put in the design of
UAV-BSs Radio Access Network (RAN). Nevertheless, the
BH network has been investigated just recently.

According to our previous work presented in [17], the
BH network is the most challenging part of this network. In-
deed, its links represent the bottleneck of the system. Work-
ing in the 3.5 GHz band, with or without Carrier Aggrega-
tion (CA), the user coverage is not larger than 74% because
of the capacity constraints of the BH links. While using
the 60 GHz band instead, the BH capacity increases since
more bandwidth is available in this area of the spectrum.
Nevertheless, the user coverage does not reach values larger
than 68%, since the high path loss makes the radius cover-
age shorter. In this paper, to address this issue, we propose
the usage of the MEC technology, to push computing and
storage platforms on servers at the edge of the network.
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In this work, we consider a crowded scenario of a soc-
cer stadium, where the RAN is given by a set of UAV-BSs,
equipped with MEC servers, which store popular contents.
This scenario is simulated with a realistic 3D model of the
city centre of Ghent, in Belgium, used in our previous works
presented in [5, 17, 18, 19].The novelties of this research are
the following:

• A MEC - UAV-BS based network architecture with
simultaneous allocation of resources in the access and
BH links considering the caching capabilities of the
MEC servers and the constrains of the wireless LTE
technology used.

• A capacity and coverage study in a 3D modelled city
while considering a realistic dynamic data traffic in an
overcrowded scenario.

• A power consumption evaluation of the MEC - UAV-
BS architecture during a crowded event.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, similar evalua-
tions have not been done yet.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes re-
lated works reviewing the usage of UAV in wireless commu-
nications, the MEC technology and its caching feature and
recent advances in flying caching servers. Section 3 presents
a systematic model and defines the subscribed problem, in-
cluding the network, MEC server, power consumption, time
delay, traffic demand and channel modelling. Section 4 pro-
vides an overview of the scenario used, introduces the net-
work architecture used and the tool developed to solve the
proposed problem, while the key performance indicators are
presented in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the results and
finally, Section 7 draws the conclusions and future work.

2. Flying Caching Servers
This section portrays the recent advances in the UAV-BS
networks and the caching server technologies, and presents
an insightful review of the MEC technologies deployed for
UAV-BS found in the literature.
2.1. UAV-BS Networks
Recently, studies about the concept of using BSs mounted
in drones or UAV, have been published [4, 20, 21, 22, 23,
24, 25, 26]. Mozaffari et al. in [4] introduce an exten-
sive tutorial about wireless networks aided by UAV. In this
work, the classification of a wireless network with UAVs,
the open issues related to the channel modelling, the optimal
trajectory and deployment, the network planning, and the re-
source management are presented. Authors in [20, 21, 22]
provide diverse overviews that cover different aspects of
the UAV-aided networks, starting from the fundamentals of
aerial channel modelling to specific performance indicators
to evaluate aerial wireless networks. The survey in [23] fo-
cuses on the challenges of the physical aspects of multi-UAV
networks such as the flight control and trajectory planning

and cross-layer network design for mission control applica-
tions. The reference [24] presents the characterisation of
UAV-BSs based networks, their architectures and the prob-
lematic of data routing, handovers and the impact of energy
efficiency. In [25], the concept of 3D aerial networks is pre-
sented and all its challenges are discussed. Alzahrani et al.
[26] present a comparative study of UAV-aided networks and
point out numerous challenges.

The study of the backhaul impact on UAV-aided net-
works is relatively recent. In [27] a multi-hop BH network
is proposed to maximise the bitrate of the UAV-BS nodes
through a network formation game algorithm. Gapeyencho
et al. [28] provide a BH network for UAV-BS based in mm-
Wave 3GPP standards, evaluating the impact of moving 3D
objects on the propagation links of mm-waves. [17] and [29]
propose similar evaluations to Long Term Evolution (LTE)
based BH link for UAV-BS. The authors agree that the incre-
ment of the ground nodes density leads to a diminish in the
BH quality due to the saturation of the resource block (RB)
usage. Similarly, in [30] an optimal solution for an LTE in-
band integrated access and BH network is evaluated for a
single drone where the usage of UAV-BS enhances through-
put. Unfortunately, in this study, only a few User Equipment
(UEs) are considered; thus, saturation of the channel is not
achieved. In a more practical approach, Pokorny et al. [31]
present a prototype of an mm-Wave antenna steering for the
BH link that provides connectivity to aerial BS. Likewise,
in [32] simulations and measured camping results are pro-
vided to explore realistic access and BH links further, where
the flight time, BH link distance and mm-Wave alignments
were the mayor limitations found. Additional studies of re-
sources allocation and UAV-BS’s 3D trajectory and place-
ment where BH constraints are solved using optimisation
methods [33, 34, 35, 36] could be found in the literature.
2.2. Multi-Access Edge Computing
The MEC technology, that uses computing and caching
power at the edges of the network, has received much atten-
tion in the literature, since it provides several benefits, such
as the reduction of the experienced latency and of the load in
the core network, since storage and computational capabili-
ties are pushed next to end-users [11, 37]. The reduction of
the latency given by the adoption of the MEC paradigm in
wireless networks is demonstrated in [8, 38]. In [8], differ-
ent use cases show the impact given by the usage of theMEC
paradigm, when providing collaborative video caching and
multi-layer interference cancellation. The work presented
in [38] highlights that the spectral and energy efficiency are
improved with caching at the wireless edges. Many works
formulate an optimisation problem to select the contents to
cache in order to improve the network performance, when
the MEC technology is used [9, 10, 39, 40, 41, 42].

Authors in [9] aim at minimising the experienced delay
in an heterogeneous RAN, where caching servers are placed
on each BS. In [10], the optimisation problem maximises
the local hit, proposing a reduction of the problem in order
to treat it analytically. With the same objective, in [11], the
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optimal content placement problem is given. The work dis-
cussed in [40] formulates through an integer programming
problem the proper content placement in order to optimise
the system towards the hit occurrences and the power con-
sumption, considering usersmobility. Also in [41], the expe-
rienced delay and power consumption are jointly optimised
and results are obtained through simulations. In [42], the al-
location of femtocells and WiFi off-loading, used as helper
where some contents are cached, is optimised aiming tomin-
imise the time needed for each download.
2.3. MEC in the Air
The UAV-aided networks coupled with MEC capacities are
explored in [43]. They describe a two-tier heterogeneous
network architecture and discuses the open issues of MEC in
the context of UAV-aided networks. In [44], Chen et al. in-
troduce the concept of caching in the sky and present an op-
timisation problem between the relation users and UAV-BS,
the location of the UAV and the cache contents of each UAV.
Here, the goal is to maximise the Quality-of-Experience
(QoE) of each user while minimising the transmitted power,
aided by Echo State Network (ESN) based Machine Learn-
ing (ML) algorithms. Likewise, the authors of [45] focus on
the optimal UAV-BS placement maximising the achievable
bitrate of the access network through a decode-and-forward
caching system.

In [46], an UAV-BS network is deployed with caching
capabilities in peak hours to alleviate small ground BSs;
to guarantee the security of the network, jamming signals
from the small idle BSs are introduced. Power control in
ultra-dense networks supported by UAV is described in [47],
where caching, energy transfer and relaying capabilities are
evaluated. The authors of [48], present a joint optimisa-
tion problem aiming to maximise the throughput of IoT de-
vices using multimedia traffic. The 3D location of the UAVs
is evaluated through enumeration search method. Further-
more, the probability of placing a caching server on specific
UAV is calculated too. The authors of [49] propose a scheme
to reduce the cost of the information platform employing
a bidding strategy for the tasks published by the platform
which ultimately will determinate the optimal trajectory of
the UAVs. Contradictory of the network-centric approaches
described so far, the authors of [50] propose a proactive
caching service where files are cached in users after being
proactive delivered by UAV. This problem is evaluated by
maximisation file caching and file retrieval cost functions.

Further studies of the location and placement of UAV-BS
with caching capabilities are explored in [51, 52, 46]. In [53]
and [54], Internet of Things (IoT) networks are considered.
In this scenario, because of the limited local computing ca-
pabilities of sensors, the usage of UAVs as edge computing
servers is very promising, in order to offload some tasks. Fi-
nally, some Machine Learning (ML) algorithms to solve the
placement of UAV-BS under caching server scenarios are
collected in [55, 56, 57, 58].
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Figure 1: Architecture of Flying Caching Servers

3. System Model
We consider anUAV-BS aided network to support a crowded
scenario, like a soccer match or a festival, depicted in Fig.1.
The following subsections describe in detail this system
model. First we describe the models for the network and the
MEC server. Then we outline the power consumption, time
delay and traffic demand used in our system and finalise with
the channel models. Details of the notations of these models
could be found in Tables 1, 2 and 3.
3.1. Network Modelling
In order to model the architecture depicted in Fig.1, a fleet
of N UAV-BSs, acting as traditional BSs is used. These
N UAV-BSs provide the communication service to the U
ground users. Each ground user u access this service through
the access network (orange links in Fig.1), provided by theN
UAV-BSs. These UAV-BSs reach the CN through BH links
(blue links in Fig.1). We assume that time is slotted in T
time slots. Each UAV-BS n ∈ [1, N] has a certain access
capacity, i.e., it can deliver up to Ba ≥ 0 data volume, in
bits, within each time period t in the access network. Sim-
ilarly, BBH ≥ 0 is the maximum traffic volume which can
be carried in the BH network, within each time slot t. This
means that, given b(t)a,n and b(t)BH,n the traffic volume carried
by each UAV-BS n in the access and BH network at time t,
respectively, the following conditions have to be satisfied:

b(t)a,n ≤ Ba ∀n ∈ [1, N], Ba ≥ 0, ba,n ≥ 0 (1)

N
∑

n=1
b(t)BH,n ≤ BBH BBH ≥ 0, bBH,n ≥ 0 (2)

3.2. MEC Server Modelling
We assume that each UAV-BS n is equipped with a MEC
server, that provides the caching capability. The server of
each UAB-BS n updates its cached contents according to the
Least Frequently Used (LFU) cache algorithm, to store theC
most popular contents. We assume a library ={1, 2, .., F },
composed by F content items. Each file has size S, in bits,
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Table 1
Summary of the system model notation.

Notation Definition
N Number of UAV-BS in the fleet

U Number of users

T Number of time slots

C Maximum number of cached contents

Ba
Maximum access capacity

of each UAV-BS

BBH Maximum BH network capacity

b(t)a,n
Traffic volume carried by

UAV-BS n in the access network

b(t)BH,n
Traffic volume carried by

UAV-BS n in the BH network

 Set of contents in the library

F Number of contents in the library

S Size of each content

P ,n(f )
PDF of the content popularity

of UAV-BS n

� Parameter of the Zipf’s distribution

pℎit Hit probability

pmiss Miss probability

l(t)u
Traffic volume requested

by user u at time t

P (t) The network power
consumption at time t

P (t)
a,n

The access power consumption
of UAV-BS n, at time t

P (t)
BH,n

The BH power consumption
of UAV-BS n, at time t

P (t)
c,n

The caching power consumption
of UAV-BS n, at time t

D Average transmission delay

Dℎit
Time needed to send a content
from an UAV-BS to a user

Dmiss
Time needed to send a content

from the cloud to a user

and this assumption can be easily removed, since in real sys-
tems, files can be split into blocks of the same length [59, 60].
Moreover, each file has its popularity, which varies geo-
graphically, i.e., each UAB-BS n is characterised by a spe-
cific order of popularity of contents, described with a Proba-
bility Density Function (PDF)P ,n(f ). As consequence, it ispossible that the probability that the content f is required on
UAV-BS � is different than on UAV-BS �, with � ≠ �. Nev-
ertheless, for eachUAV-BS n, n∈ [1, N],∑F

f=1 P ,n(f ) = 1.As in [40, 9, 41, 61, 42], the popularity is described by a

Zipf’s distribution, which is expressed as:

P ,n(f ) =
Ω
f �

(3)

where Ω = (
∑F
i=1

1
i� )

−1 [41]. The parameter � impacts the
difference among contents in terms of popularity and defines
the steepness of the Zipf’s distribution. A large value of �
(i.e., � > 1) means that the most popular contents are signif-
icantly more popular than the other contents. By decreasing
�, the popularity of content behaves more similarly to a uni-
form distribution. As in [41], since the local most popular
contents are stored in the server of each UAV-BS n, the hit
probability is as follows:

pℎit = 1 −

∑F
f=C

1
f�

∑F
f=1

1
f�

(4)

where, as previously mentioned, C is the number of contents
stored in each cache, F is the number of items in the library.
As can be noticed in (4), pℎit is monotonic increasing withC .
Themiss probability pmiss is computed as pmiss = 1−pℎit, re-
sulting in monotonic decrease with C . We denote by l(t)u the
traffic volume which is associated to the user u, u ∈ [1, U],
at time t and we model the number of contents, which each
user u requires, as ⌊ l(t)uS ⌋, where the ⌊⋅⌋ operator is needed
to represent an integer number of requests for content per
user. We denote by  (t)

n the set of users who are associated
with UAV-BS n, at time t. This means that b(t)a,n, which is theaccess traffic demand on UAV-BS n (see (1)), is given by:

b(t)a,n =
∑

u∈ (t)
n

l(t)u l(t)u ≥ 0,∀n ∈ [1, N] (5)

Traditionally, when the MEC technology is not em-
ployed, b(t)a,n=b(t)BH,n, since the traffic demand of each user
is transmitted in the access, as well as in the BH networks.
Nevertheless, when MEC is used, i.e., a caching server is in-
stalled on each UAV-BS n, the situation is different. In case
a user u is associated to an UAV-BS n and he/she requires
a content which is stored on that UAV-BS, that content is
not transmitted in the BH network, but is directly sent to the
user. As a result, the traffic demand in the BH network is:

b(t)BH,n = pmiss
∑

u∈ (t)
n

(⌊
l(t)u
S
⌋ ⋅S)+

∑

u∈ (t)
n

(l(t)u mod S) (6)

As derived from (4), the miss probability pmiss is 1 if theMEC technology is not employed and it decreases with the
growth of the server capacity. Knowing this, (6) shows that
the MEC technology and the rise of its size prevent the BH
network from congestion, since b(t)BH,n linearly drops with
pmiss.
3.3. Power Consumption Modelling
The network power consumption at time t is the total power
consumption of the wireless network, considering the power
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needed to provide the access, BH and caching features in the
network, at time t:

P (t) =
N
∑

n=1

(

P (t)a,n + P
(t)
BH,n + P

(t)
c,n

)

(7)

where P (t)a,n, P (t)BH,n and P (t)c,n are the access, BH and caching
power consumption of each UAV-BS n during time slot t. If
UAV-BS n is not active, P (t)a,n, P (t)BH,n and P (t)c,n are consideredzero. The LTE power consumption models, in watt, for the
access and BH networks, for each UAV-BS n are based on
[5] and [62]:

Pa,n = nsec ⋅
[

PDSP +MIMOGain ⋅
(

Ptrans +
PT
�

)]

(8)

PBH,n = PDSP +MIMOGain ⋅
(

Ptrans +
PT
�

)

(9)

where nsec is the number of sectors of the access network,
PDSP is the Digital Signal Processor (DPS) power consump-
tion in watts, theMIMOGain is theMIMO gain of the trans-
mitter, the Ptrans is the power used by the transceiver, the PTis the actual radiated power by the antenna and � is the power
amplifier efficiency. The power consumption needed for the
cache server supply P (t)c,n of each UAV-BS n, in watt, is mod-
elled as in [41] and [61]:

P (t)c,n = !MEC ⋅ C ⋅ S (10)
where !MEC is expressed in W ∕bit, C is the capacity of
the server, expressed in maximum number of files, which
can be stored and S is the size of each file, in bits. In the
computation, the power needed by an UAV-BS for flying is
not considered.

3.4. Time Delay modelling
We model the transmission time as the delay cost. As pre-
viously mentioned, in case a user u needs a content which is
stored locally on the UAV-BS n with which he/she is associ-
ated, that content is directly sent to him/her. If this is not the
case, the content is retrieved in the cloud, reached through
the BH network. The average transmission delay is:

D = pℎit ⋅Dℎit + (1 − pℎit) ⋅Dmiss (11)
where for pℎit is given by (4). Dℎit is the time needed to

send a content from an UAV-BS to a user and Dmiss is thetime needed to bring a content from the cloud to a user. This
results in Dℎit < Dmiss and, hence, from (11), the growth of
pℎit makes D drop. As already mentioned and highlighted
in (4), pℎit grows with the growth of the number of stored
contents C , i.e. the cache capacity.

3.5. Traffic Demand Modelling
We first analyse and model the traffic demand during public
events, as football matches, concerts, and so on. To do this,

Table 2
Summary of the traffic model notation.

Notation Definition
�(t) Bit rate at time t

�(t)Avg Average bit rate at time t

�Peak Bit rate at the peak

U (t) Shape function,

K (t) Scalar to scale the average traffic demand

� Parameter of the exponential distribution

�(t)u Bit rate of user u at time t

ΛAvg Average traffic volume of a user at the peak

U Number of users

we use data provided by a large Italian mobile network oper-
ator. These data report the traffic demand volume, in bits, of
1420 BSs located in the city of Milan (Italy) and in a wide
area around it, for two months in 2015, with granularity of
15 minutes. First, we update the value of the traffic based
on the average increment, equal to 7.5 times, of the mobile
market in Italy from 2015 to nowadays, as reported in [63].
Then, we transform the traffic volume in bit rate, normalis-
ing the values by the granularity of samples, i.e., 15 minutes.
Then, we select the trace corresponding to BS close to the
soccer stadium of San Siro, which often hosts public events,
and we investigate its traffic profile. Each coloured curve
in Fig.2a shows the bit rate, in Mbps, of each match, that
took place there during the Spring of 2015. The black cir-
cle marked line is the mean bit rate in each 15-minutes long
time interval, computed using the whole traffic trace. These
matches started at 8.45 p.m., marked by the dashed black
line on the left and their intermission began at 9.30 p.m., in-
dicated by the other black dashed line. From the figure, it
is visible that the traffic demand significantly increases dur-
ingmatches with respect to the average traffic demand (black
line in Fig.2a). Then, we also notice that, the bit rate during
each event typically starts growing prior to the beginning
of a match. Shortly before the kickoff, it slightly decreases
and when the intermission starts, the traffic demand always
presents the peak, decreasing again as soon as the match re-
sumes.

To shape this behaviour, we assume that the bit rate �(t),
at time t, is given by:

�(t) = �(t)Avg ⋅ U
(t) ⋅K (t) (12)

where �(t)Avg is the average bit rate, in Mbps, see black circle
marked line in Fig.2a;U (t) is a shape function, used to model
the trend of the bit rate during each event andK (t) is a scalar,
which scales the average traffic demand. In order to build the
U (t) function, we normalise the piece of each bit rate trace
corresponding to each match, reported in Fig.2a, by its peak.
Then, we average these normalised bit rates, time interval
by time interval, to obtain its average shape during a public
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Figure 2: Traffic Analysis, Modelling and Generation: (a)

Traffic demand, in bits, during public events at the San Siro
soccer stadium, (b) PDF of the Increasing Factor, (c)

Requested capacity for an average value of 0.24 for different
users scenarios. U:Users

event. In the end, in order to determine the value ofK (t), we
collect the increasing factors for each bit rate sample, with
respect to the average. This means that each K (t) is com-
puted as �(t)

�(t)Avg
, where �(t)Avg is as previously discussed. The

Probability Density Function (PDF) of theseK (t) is reported
in Fig.2b, where in blue there is the histogram plot of these
data, while the green line is the PDF of an exponential dis-
tribution that best fits it, whose parameter is �=0.24. As a
result, assuming that the number of users remains constant
during the event, the bit rate of each user u, �(t)u , fromwhich it
is possible to derive the traffic demand volume l(t)u discussed

Table 3
Summary of the channel model notation.

Notation Definition

 Normal Distribution for the excess path loss
for the access network

� Mean of 

� Standard Deviation of 

� Elevation angle between users and UAV-BS

a Frequency parameter for access PL model

b Environmental parameter for access PL model

d3D 3D distance between TBS and UAV-BS

fc Central frequency of the BH PL model

ℎTBS Height of the Terrestrial BS

in section 3, is as follows:
�(t)u = ΛAvg ⋅ U (t) ⋅K (t) (13)

whereU (t) is computed as described above andK (t) is a sam-
ple extracted from an exponential distribution, with param-
eter � equal to 0.24. ΛAvg is the average traffic volume of a
user at the peak and it is computed as �peak

U , where �peak is
taken from data and it is 79.03 Mbps and U is 360. As a re-
sult, the total required bit rate is shown in Fig.2c, where each
curve corresponds to a different number of usersU . Observe
that the shape of each curve well fits the typical behaviour
which characterises the public events (see Fig.2a). The re-
quested traffic presents a peak of 235 Mbps, in the scenario
where there are 250 users, as can be noticed in Fig.2c.

3.6. Path Loss and Channel Modelling
Several path loss models are used to evaluate the aerial to
ground communications as described in [64]. For the access
network link, we consider the aerial to ground model from
Al-Hourani et al. [65], which offers a statistical path loss
model for sub-6GHz bands. It is based on the Free Space
Path Loss (FSPL) model using ray tracing for urban and
suburban environments accounting for the effects of build-
ings into the model. The Al-Hourani path loss model is de-
scribed in (14), where FSPL is the free space path loss model
from the Friss equation.  is the normal distribution for
the excess path loss with a mean of �, and standard devi-
ation � as expressed in (15), where a and b are frequency
and environment-dependent variables and � is the elevation
angle between the ground and the aerial nodes. This model
is suitable for urban environments with building representa-
tion. To account for that, we use the model in the 2.6 GHz
band setting the �, a and b values to 1.67, 8.59 and 0.04 for
the Line-of-Sigh (LoS) model, while the values for the Non-
Line-of-Sigh (NLoS) are 18, 26.53 and 0.003 respectively.

PLAccess = FSPL + (�, �2) (14)
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� = a ⋅ e(−b⋅�) (15)
For the BH network we consider the TR 36.777 path loss

model since is more suitable for the communication between
terrestrial base station (TBS) and aerial nodes in the 3.5GHz
band [66]. This model is suitable for antennas higher that 22
m and distances up to 4km. In (16) we described the LoS
path loss model where d3D is the three-dimensional distance
between the TBS and the UABS and fc is the central trans-mission frequency. The NLoS path loss model is described
in (17) where ℎTBS is the height of the TBS. Detailed pa-
rameters of the link budget that influence the channel model
are described in Table 4 of Section 4.2.

PLBHLoS
= 28 + 22log10(d3D) + 20log10(fc) (16)

PLBHLoS
= (46 − 7log10(ℎTBS ))log10(d3D)

+20log10

(

40�fc
3

)

− 17.5 (17)

4. Methodology
4.1. Scenario Definition
In previous sections of this work, we consider a crowded en-
vironment, located in an area of 1 km2, delimited in orange
in Fig.3, situated in the city centre of Ghent, in Belgium, and
we assume that the typical yearly festival is taking place. The
total event duration is 6 hours, from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m., where
users are arriving progressively at the main events at 9 p.m.
and 10 p.m. In order to evaluate the density of users rather
than the actual size of the city, we evaluate the network in an
area of 1 km2, where the number of users will determine the
density of users per km2. The figure shows the city centre
with 250 uniformly distributed users accessing the aerial net-
work at the event time. Red crosses depict the unconnected
users while green stars the connected ones. The drone icon
defines the location of the serving UAV-BSs that fly at an
elevation of 80 m [17] and the orange triangle presents the
deployed facility, that could be a crane with a 60 m antenna
or a traditional terrestrial BS, that is used by each drone to
reach the BH network.
4.2. Network Architecture
We contemplate an UAV-BS aided network to support a
crowded scenario, like a soccer match or a festival with re-
alistic data requirements from ground users. Similarly to
[5, 13, 17], the structure of the network is the one shown in
Fig.1. The ground users access the communication service
through the access network (orange links in Fig.1), provided
by UAV-BSs, acting as traditional BSs. These UAV-BSs
reach the CN, by BH links (blue links in Fig.1). Each BS
equipment is mounted on a quadcopter MD4-1000, which
can carry wireless communication equipment for more than

Figure 3: Scenario for the city centre of Ghent with 250 users

one hour of flight time. These drones have amaximum speed
of 45 km∕ℎ powered by a 22.2 V battery with a capacity of
17.33 Aℎ [67]. As described in [17] and [68], the connec-
tion between the UAV-BSs and the CN for a fast deployable
network is given by an antenna on a truck or on a crane to
increase its height, as shown in Fig.1. This facility can pro-
vide up to 25 simultaneous drones, and up to 500 battery
packages to rapidly replace drones that are running out of
energy, allowing the system to maintain up to 25 simultane-
ous UAV-BSs with nearly 20 takeovers per drone.

In the considered network, the height of this antenna is
60m to avoid the majority of the building heights in the cen-
tre of Ghent [17]. LTE release 14 working on the 3.5 GHz
band is used for the BH links with a bandwidth of 20 MHz
consisting of 100 RB [69, 70, 71]. The access network uses
a 2.6 GHz LTE femtocell based technology. Because of the
static behaviour of the ground users, which is described in
the following section, handovers and frequency allocation
analysis are not considered in this architecture. Details of
the access architecture can be found in [5] and the network
simulation parameters are summarised in Table 4.

We assume that each UAV-BS is equipped with a MEC
server, that provides the caching capability. Similarly to
[61], the hardware technology of each cache is DRAM (Dy-
namic Random Access Memory). These servers update
their contents according to the Least Frequently Used (LFU)
cache algorithm, to store themost popular contents of the file
library composed of 1000 files, as in [8, 10, 12, 38, 72, 73],
of 50 Mbit size each [41, 42]. When a user requires a con-
tent, that is cached on his/her UAV-BS, the content is di-
rectly sent to that user, without retrieving it from the content
provider nor accessing the BH network. Each of the UAV-
BS locations is characterised by a specific order of popular-
ity of contents. As in our model, the popularity is described
by a Zipf’s distribution [40, 9, 41, 61, 42]. The level of pop-
ularity of each content on each UAV-BS is determined from
a reference popularity and, in order to introduce some slight
differences among the file’s popularity at different locations,
i.e., at different UAV-BSs, random shuffles are performed at
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Table 4
Link budget parameters for simulation [5, 17]

Parameters Unit Access BH
Frequency GHz 2.6 3.5
Bandwidth MHz 5 20

Max Tx Power dBm 33 43
Antenna Gain dBi 4 5
Antenna Height m 1.5 60
Noise Figure dB 8 5
Fade Margin dB 10 10

Shadowing Margin dB 8.2 8.2
Interference Margin dB 2 0

MCS and SNR dB

1∕3 QPSK = -1.5
1∕2 QPSK = 3

2∕3 QPSK = 10.5
1∕2 16-QAM = 14
2∕3 16-QAM = 19
1∕2 64-QAM = 23
2∕3 64-QAM = 29.4

each server [8]. In particular, sorting the files of the library
from the most popular to the least popular, according to this
reference popularity, the popularity of 30% of the content is
randomly swapped to generate the popularity on each UAV-
BS.
4.3. Deployment Tool
In this paper, we conceive a java-based simulator based on
[5, 17] for dynamic traffic scenarios. This tool accounts for
the 3D city environment, users locations, traffic profile and
network parameters to allocate users to specific UAV-BS.
Each simulation covers an operating time of 6 hours, from
7:00 p.m. to 01:00 a.m.. Time uses 5 minutes long time
slots.

In Fig.4 the full network allocation algorithm used in the
simulation tool is depicted. First, the real 3D shape of the
buildings located in the city centre of Ghent is read from a
shape file, which describes that area (Box 1 in the figure). In
this stage, the position of each user u is determined: his/her
3D coordinates (xu, yu, zu), located inside the yellow area
depicted in Fig.3, are determined. The position of each user
is assumed static, meaning that it remains the same for the
whole simulation, i.e. for the whole duration of the public
event. This is a realistic assumption for the overcrowded sce-
nario which we are considering, such as festivals and sport
events, where users either maintain their position or move
at a very slow pace. As in [74], these coordinates are as-
sumed to be uniformly distributed over the considered area,
since in this scenario, attractions are uniformly distributed in
the considered area, resulting in an uniform distribution of
users, meaning that each location has the same chance to be
chosen as a possible location for the user. Once the position
of each user has been generated, a set of possible location
for the N UAV-BSs is created. This is done, by creating an
aerial 3D-Grid where UAV-BS could hover. There are as
many grid points as ground users. Each grid point uses the
same (xu, yu) coordinates and (zb) is set to 80 m or above if

4

2

ii

i

iii

   1

3D City Center
Users: Location

BR Distribution

UAV-BS:  3D grid

MEC Server Start

Random User
Calculate SNR to all UAV-

BS and list them

Can achieve max PL?

Avaiable Access Capacity? More UAV-BS? Next UAV-BS

 User Not Served Next User

Update Network Statistics

Collect & Print results 

PROGRAM END

iv
Content Request

Content is cached in 

MEC Server? Serve content through 

Access link

Download content from CN 

through BH link
Update MEC cache Server

3
Next Time Frame

Update Users Bitrate

*

Figure 4: Network allocation algorithm of the tool

a building is present.
Now the actual simulation can start. For each time slot t,

the bit rate experienced by each user is determined, using the
model described in section 3.5. Then, each user is associated
to an UAV-BS, if possible, and if this the case the required
contents are delivered. Once each user is located and his/her
traffic is determined, the procedure to associate, if possible,
each user to an UAV-BS starts (Box 2 in Fig.4). For each
user, the SNR to all the possible UAV-BS in the aerial net-
work is calculated and organised. This step (i) is only done in
the first time frame since all the users’ and drone’s locations
are fixed. In the next step (ii), the algorithm calculates if the
SNR is sufficient to connect the user to the selected UAV-
BS adjusting the transmitting power. Then it calculates if
the UAV-BS has available access capacity for the requested
bit rate. If one of these parameters is not achieved (step iii),
the algorithm selects the next UAV-BS in the list to repeat
step ii or proceed to the next user if the actual is unable to
be served. Further, if the bit rate can be served (step iv),
the content manager evaluates if the content is cached in the
MEC server of the UAV-BS. If it is cached, it is delivered
to the user through the access link. If not, it is downloaded
from the cloud through the BH link and then saved in the
MEC cache server. Once all the users are evaluated, the al-
gorithm proceed to the next time frame, updating the bit rate
of all the users (Box 3). All the steps from stage 2 are re-
peated except from step i, since all the locations are static.
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Details of the network generation and content delivery are
described in sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 respectively. Finally,
all the statistics are calculated and collected for presenting
the results in spreadsheet files for further analysis (Box 4).
Details of each step are given in the following subsections.
4.3.1. Dynamic traffic generation
At the beginning of each time slot t, �(t)u , the bit rate of each
user u, is determined. To do this, we use the model dis-
cussed in section 3 and in (13). From the bit rate �(t)u , the
traffic demand volume l(t)u is derived and the number of con-
tent requests is computed as ⌊ l(t)uS ⌋, where S is the size of
each content, which is 50 Mbit, as in [41].
4.3.2. Network Generation
In this step of the simulation, each user is associated to an
UAV-BS, if possible. Before starting this procedure, for each
user, which contents are requested is determined. To do this,
for each user, the path loss experienced from each UAV-BS
is computed as in [17], taking into account the presence of
the real buildings in the area, whose shape is provided to the
simulator, as mentioned above. Then, the content popular-
ity of the UAV-BS, which provides the lowest path loss, is
picked and used to determined which contents that user re-
quires.

At this point, the association procedure begins. The list
of active UAV-BS is generated, to which the user u can be
connected. A BS is inserted in the list, if the experienced
path loss is lower than an allowable maximum and it can
provide the requested traffic demand in the access and BH
network. The path loss has to be lower than the maximum
allowable, in order to guarantee to the user to receive the sig-
nal with a sufficient quality. If the experienced path loss is
greater than the allowable maximum, the input power of the
UAV-BS is increased until it becomes acceptable. In case the
input power reaches the maximum allowable input power,
but the path loss is still larger than the maximum, that UAV-
BS is not inserted in the list. The user traffic demand in the
access network is l(t)u , or �(t)u if expressed in bit rate. This
means that an UAV-BS n is able to provide the required traf-
fic demand in the access network, if the following condition
is verified:

l(t)u +
∑

v∈ (t)
n

l(t)v ≤ Ba (18)

where  (t)
n is the set of user already associated with UAV-

BS n, l(t)v is their traffic demand and Ba is the maximum ac-
cess traffic volume, which is, assuming that its maximum bit
rate is 16.9 Mbps, 5.07 ⋅ 103 Mb, since each time slot lasts 5
minutes. The traffic demand in the BH network depends on
the contents, which are requested by the user and which are
stored on the considered UAV-BS n. Indeed if a requested
content is stored on that UAV-BS n, in case that user is asso-
ciated with n, that content is directly sent to the user and the
BH network is not used for its delivery. As a result, in order
to verify if an UAV-BS n is able to carry the needed traffic

demand at time t in the BH network, the following condition
is verified:

(l(t)u −Hitu ⋅ S) +
N
∑

�=1
b(t)BH,� ≤ BBH (19)

where Hitu is the number of contents which are requested
by user u and stored in the UAV-BS n, S is the size, in bits,
of each content, assumed 50Mbit,N is the number of UAV-
BSs, BBH is the maximum BH traffic volume in a time slot
5 minutes long, set equal to 21.6 ⋅ 103 Mb, assuming that its
maximum bit rate is 72 Mbps. Notice that in order to com-
puteHitu, we are optimistically assuming to perfectly know
which contents are requested by user u. To overcome this
assumption, the prediction of the content requests is needed,
which typically usesMachine Learning-based approaches or
Lagrange interpolation, as in [75, 76]. Nevertheless, with-
out loss of generality, this is out of the scope of this work,
and we leave it as future work. Then, b(t)BH,� is the sum of
the traffic demand of the set of users  (t)

� associated with
UAV-BS � during the time slot t:

b(t)BH,� =
∑

v∈ (t)
�

(l(t)v −Hitv ⋅ S) (20)

where l(t)v is the traffic demand at time t of each user v, as
above, Hitv is the number of contents which are requested
by user u and stored in the UAV-BS � and S is 50 Mbit.
Summarising, if an UAV-BS transmits and the user receives
the signal with acceptable quality, i.e. with acceptable path
loss, and UAV-BS satisfies (18) and (19), that UAV-BS is
inserted in the list. The user is associated to the UAV-BS
from which he/she experiences the lowest path loss among
the UAV-BSs in the list. In case the list results empty, the
same procedure is performed using only the inactive UAV-
BSs. In case also this provides an empty list, the user re-
mains uncovered.
4.3.3. Content Delivery
In each time slot t, once each user has been associated with
an UAV-BS n, if possible, the requested contents are deliv-
ered. As already mentioned, if a content f , requested by the
user u, is cached in the serving UAV-BS n, a hit occurs: the
content is directly transmitted to the user. In case of miss,
i.e. the required content is not cached at the UAV-BS n, the
content is retrieved from the content provider, reached by
the CN, accessed through the BH network. We assume that
each requested content is transmitted at the minimum bit rate
which allows to receive it within a time slot, i.e. 0.17 Mbps,
independently on the required bit rate �(t)u . As a result, the
transmission time in case of hit, similar to [41], is:

DHit =
S
�S

(21)
where S is 50 Mbit and �S is 0.17 Mbps. In case of miss,
the transmission time is the transmission time in the access
network, in the BH network and in the CN:

DMiss = Da +DBH +DCN (22)
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where Da is, as in (21), is the time needed to transmit the
content from the UAV-BS to the user; DBH is the transmis-
sion time in the BH network. We assume that the bit rate for
the download in the BH network is �S equal to 0.17 Mbps,
but this is increased when the allocated bit rate in the BH
network, for the UAV-BS n, given by the bit rate in each al-
located RB, is larger than the needed:

DBH = S
(�S +

1
miss(t)n

(RB(t)n ⋅ �RB − b
(t)
B H, n)

(23)

where S is 50 Mbit, miss(t)n is the number of miss at time t,
on UAV-BS n, i.e. the number of requests which need the
BH network to retrieve the content, �S equal to 0.17 Mbps,
�RB is the bit rate per RB, equal to 0.72 Mbps, RB(t)n is the
number of RB which are used by UAV-BS n at time t. DCNis the time needed in the CN and, as in [9, 18], is 50 ms.
Once each requested content is delivered, each cache is up-
dated, according to the Least Frequently Used (LFU) cache
algorithm, so as to always cache the most popular contents.

5. Key Performance Indicators
The performances of the proposed methodologies are eval-
uated using the KPIs described below.
Capacity
The capacity of the network is defined as follows:

• Access Capacity: This is the total used access capacity
of the network in a time slot, measured in Mbps.

• BH Capacity: This provides the total used BH capac-
ity during a time slot, in the network, in Mbps.

• Number of Used Resource Blocks: This is the total
number of used RBs in the network.

If we want to measure the capacity globally, we measure the
access and the BH capacity which is used during the whole
duration of the event in each simulation. In order to distin-
guish from the previous KPIs, we name them total Access
Capacity or total BH Capacity, respectively.
Provisioned Users
The percentage of Provisioned Users corresponds to the per-
centage of served users, during each time slot of each sim-
ulation. A user is considered provisioned if he/she can be
associated with an UAV-BS, i.e. if there is at least an UAV-
BS, from which the experienced path loss is lower than the
maximum allowable path loss and has enough available ac-
cess and BH capacity to provide the required bit rate.
Average Power Consumption
The average Power Consumption is the power consumption
of the wireless network, averaged over the time, considering

the power needed in order to provide the Access, BH and
caching features in the network:

P = 1
T

T
∑

t=1
Pt (24)

where Pt is the power consumption in time slot t, computed
as in (7), which sums the power needed by each UAV-BS to
provide the access and BH networks, as well as the caching
feature.
UAV-BS
The UAV-BS provides the number of UAV-BS locations
needed during each simulation.
Average Transmission Time
As in [51], we use the average transmission time, defined as
the time needed to retrieve each requested content, given by:

D = 1
∑T
t=1 U (t)

∑U (t)
u=1Ru

T
∑

t=1

U (t)
∑

u=1

Ru
∑

r=1
du,r (25)

where du,r is the transmission time for the content request
r, requested by the user u and is computed as in (21) and
(22). Ru, U (t) and T correspond to the number of requests
required by the user u, the number of served users at time t
and the duration of the simulation, respectively.

6. Results
The results are evaluated varying the capacity of each MEC
server and for different values of the parameter �, character-
ising the contents’ popularity distribution. The effects of the
growth of the user density, from 50 to 250 users∕km2 are
also investigated. First, we analyse the capacity of the ac-
cess and BH network following by the covered users. Next,
the delay performance of the cache system is described after
presenting the evaluation of the network power consump-
tion. Finally, we discuss the impact of the user density on
our system proposal.
6.1. Access and BH Capacity
Figs. 5a, 5b and 5c show the behaviour of the used access,
BH capacity, and the number of BH RBs, respectively, with
250 users∕km2, considering the � parameter to describe the
popularity of contents. In these figures, � equal to 1.06, an
average value for the Zipfs’s distribution. The dashed line is
the total required bitrate and each of the other curves corre-
sponds to the used access and BH capacity, with a different
capacity of each MEC server, measured in percentage of the
library that the server can store. If it is equal to 0%, we are
considering the scenario that does not use the MEC technol-
ogy. In this case, each content requested needs to access the
CN, through the BH link in order to retrieve the file. This
means that the BH bitrate needed by each user corresponds
to the total bitrate required by that user.
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Figure 5: Used capacity with � equal to 1.06: (a) Used Access Capacity (Mbps), (b)
Used BH Capacity (Mbps), (c) Used BH RBs. MEC=XX%: MEC Server cache size (%).
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Figure 6: Used capacity varying the Size of MEC Server (a) Access Link (Mbps), (b) BH
Link (Mbps). U:Users. A:Altitude

From Fig.5a, it is possible to notice that, until 19:50, the
used access and BH capacity, given by the blue curve, re-
spond instantaneously to the required bitrate. Then, at 19:50,
the used access and BH capacity, become flat and are unable
to provide the required bitrate (dashed curve in Fig.5b). This
is because the available RBs are totally used (Fig.5c), which
means that the BH network is saturated. After the peak, the
traffic demand decreases. After 23:10, traffic demand is so
low that not all the BH RBs’ are needed. This means that
the network is not saturated anymore and can provide the
required bitrate.

When the MEC technology is used, i.e. the capacity of
each server is larger than 0%, the used BH capacity, as well
as the number of used RBs, is lower than the case without
the MEC technology. This is because, part of the contents
that are requested by the users are stored locally, in the MEC
server. Thus, in case of a hit, retrieving the content at the
content provider, reachable through the BH network, is not
needed. This occurs more often with larger cache size, since
finding the requested content locally stored is more likely.
For this reason, the BH used capacity, as well as the num-
ber of used BH RBs, is lower if larger caches are consid-
ered. The used access capacity is larger, since the BH net-
work is prevented from saturation: when the required bitrate

becomes significantly large, from 19:50 on, not all the RBs
are used. Nevertheless, when the required bitrate reaches
the peak, at 21:45, the BH network saturates, i.e., the needed
RBs are larger than the available ones, and for this reason the
used access capacity is between 50% and 80% of the required
bit rate, depending on the size of the MEC server installed
on each UAV-BS.

In Figs. 6a and 6b, the averaged used access and the BH
capacity during the whole intervention are shown varying
the capacity of each MEC server, respectively. The blue, or-
ange and green curves provide the used access and the BH
capacity, with � equal to 0.56, 1.06 and 1.56, respectively.
From the figure it is clear that, as already seen in Fig.5, in-
creasing the size the MEC server installed on each UAV-BS
determines the growth of the used access capacity and the
drop of the used BH capacity. This is because if more con-
tents are locally stored, the need to retrieve the content in
the cloud is less likely, and, as consequence, less capacity is
needed in the BH network, avoiding its saturation and per-
mitting to use more capacity in the access one. Nevertheless,
as can be observed in Fig.6, the trend of the capacities strictly
depends on the parameter �, characterised by the Zipf’s dis-
tribution, used to describe the popularity of files. Large val-
ues of � means that there is a small part of the library which
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is very popular. If this is the case, even a small cache signif-
icantly increases the used access capacity, while decreasing
the needed BH capacity. This occurs when � is larger than 1:
the used access capacity is larger than 60 Mbps and the BH
capacity is not larger than 24 Mbps if only 5% of the library
is locally stored. In case of a small value of � indicates that
the files have similar popularity. In this case, larger caches
are needed to significantly increase the used access capacity
and decrease the used BH one: if the popularity distribution
parameter � is equal to 0.56, 15% of the library should be
stored to use 50 Mbps as the capacity of the access network.
With respect to the BH network capacity, it is not signifi-
cantly reduced, even if 25% of the library is locally stored,
i.e. from 41 Mbps, when the MEC technology is not used,
to 40 Mbps. when the cache capacity is 25% of the library.
As an example, when the caching server is deactivated, the
access and BH capacity are the same (41.8 MBps), but will
represent 58% of the BH and only an average of 25% of the
access network, and will vary depending on the number of
active UAV-BS used.
6.2. Provisioned Users
In this subsection, we discuss the effects of the MEC tech-
nology on the user coverage. Fig.7a shows the percent-
age of provisioned users versus the capacity of each MEC
server, for three different values of � in the scenario with 250
users/km2. From the figure, it is visible that the growth of
the cache capacity installed on each UAV-BS determines the
improvement of the number of provisioned users. If larger
caches are used, storing locally a requested content is more
likely. This means that, more likely, the access to the cloud
to retrieve that content is unneeded and less BH capacity is
employed. As a consequence, the whole network does not
saturate and more users can be served. When the MEC tech-
nology is not employed, i.e. each MEC server stores 0% of
the file library, all the bitrate required by each user has to
be provided in both access and BH network. This makes
the BH network more exposed to saturation, resulting in less
than 75% of provisioned users. In this case, the BH net-
work saturates as soon as the traffic demand reaches nearly
54Mbps (see Fig.5a). TheMEC technology prevents the BH
network from this, making the user coverage improved. This
improvement highly depends on the distribution of contents
popularity. When there is a small group of very popular con-
tents, (� > 1) between 93% and 99% of the users is covered,
when only 5% of the library is locally stored, since it is more
likely that the required contents are cached. In case all con-
tents have similar popularity, since requesting for a cached
content is less frequent, larger capacity of the MEC servers
is needed in order to significantly improve the provisioned
users: when 10% of the library is locally stored, 80% of the
users is provisioned.

A more detailed analysis of the peak hour and the pro-
vided users is found in Fig.7b, where the percentage of
served users versus time is shown for different values of the
MEC servers’ capacity. Typically, at the beginning of each
simulation 100% of users are provisioned, but as soon as the
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Figure 7: Percentage of Provisioned Users (%) compared

with � and MEC server size (a) Averaged for whole event, (b)
Plot in time. C=XX%:MEC Server size (%). U:Users.

A:Altitude.

required bitrate increases, the benefits provided by the em-
ployment of the MEC technology are more evident. When
MEC is not used (MEC server capacity = 0%), the provi-
sioned users are significantly reduced. When the traffic de-
mand reaches its peak, at 21:45, without MEC technology,
only 23.5% of users are provisioned. These are between
28.8% and 37.3%, if MEC server are installed on each UAV-
BS and contents have similar popularity, i.e. if � is 0.56. Up
to 83.7% and 89.2% of users are served during the peak if �
is larger than 1 for MEC capacities of 5% and 25%, respec-
tively. However, for � = 0.56 the enhancement was not so
good; as shown by the blue lines in Fig.7b several users re-
main unconnected at the beginning of the match and in the
half time break. At this peak periods, the served users ranges
between 28.8% to 37.3% for the different sizes of the MEC
server.
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Figure 8: Power consumption analysis: (a) Total power

consumption for the whole network, varying the capacity of
each MEC server, (b) Averaged Power consumption per Base

Station, U:Users. A:Altitude.

6.3. Power Consumption
From Fig.8a, the power consumption of each UAV-BS
presents a simple linear behaviour only dependant on the size
of the MEC server. It is given by the average power needed
by each UAV-BS to provide the access and BH links, as well
as the power required for the MEC server during each sim-
ulation. The results highlights that, as expected, the power
consumption of each UAV-BS is not affected by the charac-
teristics of the popularity of files distribution and it linearly
increases with the MEC server capacity. This linear trend
is due to the model of the MEC server power consumption
which is used in our simulations, see (10). The power con-
sumption increases by 12% if 10% of the library is locally
stored and it grows up to 31% if each server stores 25% of
the library, from 106W when no caching is used, to 140W .

Now, we investigate the impact of the usage of the MEC
technology on the network power consumption, reported in
Fig.8b, where each line is the average network power con-
sumption for different values of the � parameter, varying
the cache capacity of each MEC server. We notice that the
network power consumption is slightly higher when the �
parameter and/or the capacity of each cache server grows.

Indeed, when each MEC server stored 5% of the library, it
increases by 10%, 13% and 17%, when the � is 0.56, 1.06
and 1.56, respectively, with respect to the case with no MEC
technology employment. This is because the number of
UAV-BSs locations slightly increases with the cache capac-
ity, as can be seen in Fig.9a, where the rise of the number
of UAV-BS locations grows for larger values of the cache
size and the � parameter. In particular, the average num-
ber of UAV-BSs locations increases from an average of 10.1
BSs for � and cache capacity equal to 0.56 and 0%, respec-
tively to 11.4 BSs if they are 1.56 and 25%, respectively. By
enlarging the cache size, a requested content is more likely
to be already cached, so that less BH network capacity is
needed, avoiding its saturation and permitting to use more
access capacity. As soon as the access capacity of an UAV-
BS is totally used, an unused UAV-BS can be activated, until
the BH network saturates, generating a growth in the num-
ber of used UAV-BS locations, as well as of network power
consumption. Despite that it seams that lower values of �
consume less network power, the power efficiency of the net-
work (Eff ), defined as the averaged power of the network
divided by the total number of served users, is higher for
lower values of �, i.e. 18.5 mW ∕user, 17.1 mW ∕user and
16.8mW ∕user for � equals to 0.56, 1.06 and 1.56 respec-
tively.
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Fig.9b shows each power consumption contribution, dis-
tinguishing among the power needed to provide the commu-
nication (access and BH in green and yellow, respectively)
and the caching, in blue, features. The total power consump-
tion of an UAV-BS, 15.4% and 71.8% for the access and BH
networks, respectively, while the latter for 12.8%. Even if the
usage of the MEC technology impacts the power consump-
tion of an UAV-BS, this does not determine a relevant UAV-
BS flight duration reduction. It decreases by 10%: from 77
min, when no MEC servers are used, to 69 min, if the MEC
server stores 25% of the library. Considering the duration of
our event, which is 360min, the drop of the flight duration of
an UAV-BS determines the increase of the needed number
of drones per location during the simulation from 5 to 6.
6.4. Average Transmission Time
Pushing caching resources closer to the users provides sig-
nificant benefits in terms of reduction of the latency. In-
deed, if a user requests a content which is locally stored, the
BH and CN networks are not accessed and the transmission
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Figure 10: Average Transmission Time, varying the capacity
of each MEC server. U:Users. A:Altitude.
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between Access, BH and CN time, varying the capacity of

each MEC server. U:Users. A:Altitude.

time is only the time needed to download the content from
the UAV-BS. On the contrary, if that content is not locally
cached, it is retrieved in the cloud. In this case, the content
is downloaded from the cloud through the UAV-BS. The be-
haviour of the transmission time, while increasing the ca-
pacity of each caching server, installed on each UAV-BS is
given in Fig.10, where each curve corresponds to a different
value of �. The growth of the size of the cache generates
reduction of the transmission time, from 500 s down to 458
s, 398 s and 329 s depending on the value of � in a 25%
server size. Notice that, even if these values appear high,
they are as expected, according to the computation of the
experienced latency, see (21), (22). This reduction of the
transmission time is because more contents can be stored lo-
cally and the access to the cloud is more likely unneeded
reducing the transmission time to only the access network.
Also in this case, this reduction strictly depends on the char-
acteristics of the popularity, used to model the popularity of
contents. For larger values �, even a small cache size dras-
tically reduces the transmission time compared with the no
MEC scenario. When � is 1.56, the transmission time is re-
duced by 25%, from 500 s to 375 s, with 5% of the library
locally stored. A small value of � indicates that the files have
similar popularity and the probability to take a content from
the CN is higher. As a result, for � equal to 0.56, at least 20%
of the library should be stored to reduce the experienced de-
lay by 5% with respect to the no MEC technology usage.
In Fig.11, the transmission time is reported, for different val-
ues of �, increasing the cache capacity. The average time
needed in the access network is reported by the bars marked
by dark colours, while the time needed in the BH network
is indicated with the bars with light colours. Finally, the
time needed in the CN is given by the bars with the clearest
pattern. As in Fig.10, the average transmission delay drops
if the cache capacity and/or the � parameter rises. More-
over, from Fig.11, we notice that the CN transmission time is
negligible with respect to the access and BH network trans-
mission delay. In addition, the access transmission delay re-
mains constant, despite the growth of the cache capacity, as
well as of the parameter �, which makes more likely the hit
occurrences. Indeed, the drop of the average transmission
delay is due to the drop in the average BH network trans-
mission time. This is because, in case of a hit, which oc-
curs more often with large cache capacity and � parameter,
the resulting BH transmission delay is zero. This reveals
that the MEC technology effectively reduces the transmis-
sion time through the reduction of the transmission time in
the BH network, but the access transmission time bounds
this reduction.
6.5. Variation of the number of users
In this part of the work, we provide an overview of the ef-
fectiveness of our methodology, varying the user density.

Each curve in Fig.12 corresponds to the percentage of
provisioned users for different user density, from 50 to
250 users∕km2, increasing the capacity of each MEC server
installed on each UAV-BS and using 1.06 as value of the
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Table 5
Resume Results for Network Deployed With 250 Users

Indicator Units � = 0.56 � = 1.06 � = 1.56
Capacity of MEC % 0 10 25 0 10 25 0 10 25

Coverage
User Coverage % 74.4 80.5 86.4 74.4 95.8 97.8 74.4 98.9 99.1
Total UAV-BS (Location) - 10.1 10.6 10.8 10.3 11.3 11.4 10.6 11.4 11.5

Power Consumption
Mean Power Consumption W 11.2 23.7 42.4 11.2 23.7 42.4 11.2 23.7 42.4
Flight Time min 76.9 73.8 69.6 76.9 73.8 69.6 76.9 73.8 69.6

Used Capacity
Access Bitrate Mbps 41.8 48.2 54.4 41.8 65.3 68.2 41.8 70.6 70.8
BH Bitrate Mbps 41.8 40.5 39.9 41.8 35.2 32.3 41.8 23.5 23.1
Cache Bitrate Mbps 0.0 7.7 14.5 0.0 30.1 35.9 0.0 47.1 47.7

MEC Usage
Delay s 497 475 458 494 419 398 490 335 329
Hit probability - 0.00 0.30 0.42 0.00 0.63 0.71 0.00 0.87 0.88
Miss probability - 1.00 0.70 0.58 1.00 0.37 0.29 1.00 0.13 0.12

� parameter. Fig.12 shows that, if no local caching is per-
formed, (MEC server = 0%), the percentage of provisioned
users, is dramatically affected by the network saturation as
soon as the user density is larger than 100 per km2. Indeed in
these cases, less than 92% of the users are covered. In case
popular contents are locally stored, the percentage of provi-
sioned users becomes larger than 95% if 10% of the library is
locally stored and it reaches 98% in case 25% of the library
is cached on each UAV-BS.
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6.6. Results Summary
A resume with the main results from our simulation of the
flying caching server network with the three variations of
the content popularity distribution and three capacities of the
MEC server (0%, 10% and 25%) is recapped in Table 5. This
is presented for the worst scenario of 250 users∕km2 and a
flight height of 80 m. Notice that for a network without the
MEC technology the values are the same for the three values
of �. The user coverage rises to nearly 99% for a value of �

equal to 1.56. The number of UAV-BS locations slightly in-
creases from 11 to 12 drones when the capacity of the MEC
server increases, particularly for values of � greater than one.
The power consumption of the network only depends on the
size of the MEC server and increments from 11.2 W per
drone without caching technology to 42.2 W per drone for
a 25% capacity. Despite this substantial variation, the vari-
ation of the flight time reduces only by 7.3 min from 76.9
min down to 69.6 min, requiring 6 drones per location for
the whole 6 h of the event duration. The used capacity val-
ues are the ones with the major impact. Here we can see that
the cache capacity could rise to 47.7 Mbps providing a total
access capacity of 70.8 Mbps for �=1.56 and MEC server
= 25%. Moreover, the backhaul capacity is reduced when
the caching server is utilised from 41.8 Mbps down to 39.9,
32.2 and 23.1 Mbps for �= 0.56, 1.06 and 1.56 respectively.
Finally, the delay values are improved from 497s to 458s,
398s and 329s for the different � values.

7. Conclusions and future work
The usage of fast deployable networks aided by UAV is con-
sidered the future of dynamic infrastructure, very useful to
cope with the growth of the mobile traffic. However, several
challenges arise from this technology such as optimal loca-
tion and placement of drones under access, BH and power
constraints in dynamic and crowed environments like con-
cert festivals or sports matches. In these scenarios, where
the attendants share a related interest, the chances that simi-
lar users download the same content is quite high.

In this paper we address this issue through the caching at
the UAV-BS, provided by theMEC technology. We use a re-
alistic network architecture, composed by a set of UAV-BSs,
equipped with MEC servers that provide the caching capa-
bility. Results reveal that this is a very promising solution
to avoid the BH network saturation, even if strictly depen-
dant on the characteristics of the traffic, e.g. the popularity
distribution of contents, and on the capacity of each MEC
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server. We investigate the capacity of the MEC server (0%
to 25%) and various content popularity distributions (Zipf
distribution with �= 0.56, 1.06 and 1.56). To this end, we
enhance a capacity simulation tool that is applied on a re-
alistic scenario in the city centre of Ghent, Belgium, with
realistic traffic acquired from an Italian mobile operator in
the San Siro Stadium (Milan). Our simulation results show
that the proposed architecture could increase the user cov-
erage by 33% and access capacity by 70% while reducing
the BH bandwidth usage down to 55% and decreasing the
experienced delay by 33% with the implementation of the
caching capabilities. Also, we prove that for highly popular
content, a small server (5%) can provide more than 93% of
requested traffic in the peak hour.

Future work will include realistic mobility behaviour
from ground users, where handover and interference’s anal-
ysis is included in addition to directional antennas on-board
of the UAV-BS to deploy an optimal trajectory of the UAV-
BS. The optimal solution of the network deployment could
be addressed by using global functions or machine learning
algorithms. In addition we want to overcome the unrealis-
tic assumption of having a perfect knowledge of requested
contents by implementing prediction algorithms, based on
realistic data.
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